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Gem emitter

High temperature 
suction nozzles 

Ignition/detection 
cabling integrated 
in air manifold 

Closed and over-
pressured hood

Coanda blowing 
nozzle

Fire Prevention 
System

Hood dimensions
620 mm x 480 mm height
(2-row burner)
884 mm MD x 480 mm height
(3-row burner)

Emitter dimensions 143 mm CD x 200 mm MD

Emitter max power 6.5 to 12 kW

Max power density (f/f ) 500 kW/m² Gem9E

Gem12

Gem7 

Gem9   

Bekaert GemDryer® options to better satisfy your
current and future needs!

The Gem family today includes Gem 7, 9 ,12 and Gem 9E. This offers a maximum 
flexibility for future power upgrading. 
By upgrading your existing Gem9 emitters with Gem9E, you will keep the same 
drying performance and decrease by 10 % your gas consumption.

Automatic and manual strip width selection. 

High accuracy pyrometer control loop for optimal power consumption. 
The new generation of pyrometers also allows the measurement of temperature 
on non-coated metal (steel and aluminium) even at temperatures below 50°C.

Various manual and automatic retraction systems can be proposed for the Be-
kaert GemDryer® hood including parallel, clamshell and open jaw.  

Bekaert GemDryer® for water-based 
and solvent-based coating drying in 
coil-coating industries. eka

Minimize your operating costs

Benefit from the highest energy efficiency and longest emitter lifetime 
provided by Bekaert GemDryer®. 

Bekaert Gem emitter is a high density ceramic emitter especially developped for 
the coil coating industry. Thanks to its patented design, Gem can operate up to 
1,150°C, which gives the maximum infrared output at an input of up to 12 kW. 

Gem emitters directly transfer the infrared energy into the strip by infrared radi-
ation. Thanks to the blowing nozzles for each set of two row burners, the energy 
transfer by convection is optimized. 

Gem has the longest proven lifetime on the market, which is at nominal power 
up to seven years. What makes Gem unique is the constant radiant efficiency 
during this period. This ensures you the highest machine uptime and lowest 
maintenance costs. 

Increase your drying capacity

Thanks to Bekaert Gemdryer®’s unique fetaures, you can increase your drying 
capacity. 

The use of high power Bekaert Gem emitters offers you the flexibility to choose  
the installed power according to your needs. You can also increase your drying 
capacity by upgrading them to higher power Gem emitters within the Gem fa-
mily (Gem9, Gem9E, Gem12). 

Closed and over- 
pressured hood

Ignition/detection 
cabling integrated 
in air manifold

Blowing nozzle

High temperature  
suction nozzles

Gem emitter

Separate air and 
gas feeding

Bekaert GemDryer® is a gas infrared 
non-contact drying solution. This sy-
stem consists of Gem infrared emitters 
and blowing nozzles. 
This unique combination ensures a very 
high system efficiency. 
Knowing that Gem emitters offer the 
longest lifetime at the highest power, 
you can be sure that your operating 
costs are minimized. 

You can increase your drying capacity 
thanks to Bekaert GemDryer® emitter 
flexibility. Existing Gem emitters can be 
upgraded to higher power emitters wit-
hin the Gem family. 

Additional benefits: 
Thanks to our unique dual ignition and 
detection system, your safety require-
ments are fully satisfied and your ma-
chine uptime is optimized. 

You can easily integrate Bekaert Gem-
Dryer® into your coating sections thanks 
to the extreme compactness of the sy-
stem. 
For the same drying capacity, Bekaert 
GemDryer® is at least 30% more com-
pact than any conventional system. 


